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Film Activity Letter 
RE: THE REVENANT 
 
This letter will provide further detail for inclusion with our application to film a portion 
of the feature film with the working title THE REVENANT.  The location requested in 
this application is an area within the requested 3 hectare site for the filming of a short 
camp scene.  As we will be filming approximately 2.5 km SE east of this location we 
have a scene that needs to be filmed in a similar environment that is within a 5 minute 
drive. 
 
Scene 
The scene to be filmed here is a scene that will need to be filmed during dusk conditions 
and involves a group of approximately 20 trappers at a camp location.  This camp will be 
comprised of simple tarp/ tent structures with what the trappers would be carrying, ie 
pelts & supplies.  As this scene is to be filmed without any artificial lighting we would 
need to have a campfire of sufficient size to light the characters in the scene 
 
Special Effects 
As we will have practical lighting we will need to have several camp fires burning, these 
fires would be lit and sustained with propane and would be built on protective material so 
no heat would impact the ground.  These fires would be regulated by our special effects 
crew whom would always have suitable fire suppression material on hand.  To add the 
texture our director would like to see at this location it is also a request that our special 
effects crews can have access to the adjacent river in order to use a small electric water 
pump so that the tree trunks near the scene can be wet down in order to darken the bark. 
 
Cast / Crew size & film equipment 
The cast & extras will be approximately 20 people.  The crew will vary in size as follows 
 

- preperation:  approximately 20 people to create the camp and prepare fire bases 
etc 

- shoot period: approximately 100 people with full camera systems including 
possibility of hand portable jib-arm and grip equipment  
 

Animals 
As this scene is to depict a trappers camp we anticipate approximately 6 +/- horses/ mules 
to be in the scene.   
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Access 
The area of forest we propose to use is within an existing  “User Maintained, Provincial 
Recreation Site”  on the edge of the Squamish River just downstream of the confluence 
with the Elaho River.   This recreation iste is just before km 27 on the Squamish Forest 
service road.   Our vehicle access would utilize the existing access road into the 
recreation site.  The remainder of our vehicle staging will be within an agreement we 
have with the Squamish First Nation area approximately 2 km north at the start of the 
Elhao River forest road.  
 
Sanitation & Garbage removal 
We will have at all times will any work is done on location suitable toilet facilities as 
well as garbage collection and containment.  All garbage will be removed from the area 
on a daily basis to help limit the unintended attraction of wildlife. 
 
Communications 
We will contact any current logging/ contracting companies utilizing the Squamish 
Valley road to ensure we have safe passage for our vehicles.   We will adjust our access 
as required with either radios and correct call-in protocol and/ or a convoy where 
practical. 
 
Schedule 
The following dates are what is currently scheduled, however to ensure we have the 
ability to adjust we would ask for occupancy as required from October 24 thru Nov 15 
2014.  The scene here will be filmed over a 3 day period starting approx. 1 hr before dusk 
and finishing at nightfall each of the 3 days.  
 

- location prep Oct 24, 25, 26      2014 
- shoot period  3 days between Oct 28 thru Nov 7  2014 

 
Mitigation measures 
As this area has been heavily used over the years we do not anticipate and visual impact 
from our use of the area.  Depending on weather conditions we do not foresee any 
substantial conflict with the public as our scheduled filming days currently do not include 
the weekends.  However to ensure we are able to establish the filming area we would 
have a presence over the weekends witrhin the area of our proposed camp.  This camp 
film set would take up less than 10% of the available area for the public within the 
recreation area.   
 
Attachments: 
 
1) 1:50000 map with location & access information overlays 
2) photograph of location 
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GPS  50  6’ 20.33”N   123  22’ 39.52” W 

 

 
3 hectare area that encompasses  2 camp location options  
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option A “camp area” 

 

 
Option B “camp area” 

 
 
Robin Mounsey 
Location Manager 
THE REVENANT 
Email: robinmounsey@gmail.com 
Cell 250 809-6801 


